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Chairs Taylor and Santoni and members of the committee, my name is Roland Zullo. I 
am a Ph.D. and a research scientist and privatization expert at the University of 
Michigan’s Institute for Research on Labor, Employment, and the Economy. I am 
honored to come to Pennsylvania to comment on the proposal to privatize the wine and 
liquor distribution and sales function of the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board.   

I have studied the topic of privatization for over 15 years. Each time I work on a case I 
learn something new. Often, I also find evidence consistent with what I have observed in 
other privatization cases. 

I was asked by the Keystone Research Center to review and critique the report titled 
Liquor Privatization Analysis prepared by the Public Finance Management (PFM) Group. 
My testimony today draws from a forthcoming Keystone Research paper that contains 
my analysis of the PFM study.     

Before I begin I want to offer that if any of you have questions about the statements or 
analyses in our work, or would like clarification or further documentation, my contact 
information is provided above. Please feel welcome to call or email me with your 
questions or comments.  In that same spirit of open debate and transparency, all models 
and spreadsheet applications used by PFM in its analyses should be released for review 
and other interested researchers and members of the public.  

On page 16 of its full report, PFM itself makes exactly the point that access to its models 
is needed to permit independent scrutiny of its analysis and the impact of making 
alternative assumptions on its findings.1 The Keystone Research Center requested access 
to the PFM models and spreadsheets on November 7. It was informed on November 15 
that the Budget Office preferred to arrange a meeting with PFM researchers before 
sharing the models and spreadsheets. If public access to the PFM models and 
spreadsheets is ultimately denied—if the study sponsors do not have sufficient 
confidence in the underpinnings of the study to permit independent analysts to “take apart 
the engine”—the PFM should simply be set aside as not credible. 

First let me describe what is unique about this privatization case.  Usually when someone 
mentions or proposes privatization, they are referring to “contracting out,” that is to say, 
the governmental purchase of services from the private sector.  In such cases, much of the 

                                                 
1 On page 16, after the authors outline the project scope, priorities, and “parameters” provided by the 
Governor’s Budget Office, the PFM report states: "… To be sure, different individuals will have different 
priorities or provide different weights and interpretations. As a result, PFM is providing the 
Commonwealth with analytical models that can be used in a variety of different scenarios and modified to 
support different assumptions. It is the project team’s goal that, taken together, this report, the models left 
behind, and continued involvement in legislative and public discussion will assist the coming debate and 
result in a positive outcome for the State and its citizens.”  
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discussion centers on whether a private firm can be hired to perform a public service or 
supply a public good. And there is always the question of how much a government must 
pay to have services or goods delivered responsibly. But whether the service is ultimately 
provided internally or contracted out, it is a cost to government. 

Here we have much different circumstances.  This case involves the sale of a viable 
sector of the Pennsylvania economy. The sale of alcohol products has ready, proven 
markets, so if Pennsylvania does exit this role, private firms will happily fill the void.  
And they will do so without any government subsidy. In short, this current operation of 
state government makes a lot of money for the state rather than costing the state money. 
(For those of us who do not see distribution of wine and spirits as an inherently 
governmental function—or one that government “by definition” should not undertake—
pragmatic considerations such as the financial and social impacts of public vs. private 
distribution are critical.) 

The state’s distribution and sale of alcohol is so “profitable” a venture that it covers many 
costs of state government. Distribution and sales of alcohol pay for the regulatory, 
enforcement and education responsibilities of the PLCB. They also provides a subsidy to 
the Pennsylvania State Police, a subsidy for drug and alcohol abuse treatment, and an 
allocation to the state general fund. What is up for sale is a going concern that finances 
the very public role of regulating and enforcing public policy, as well as contributing to 
the fiscal health of Pennsylvania.    

Whenever elected leaders consider the sale of a public asset (parking garages, a toll road, 
a water and sewer system, etc.), it is tempting to think of the up-front revenues from the 
asset sale as “new” money.  It is not. If this building were public, for example (I am not 
sure whether it is or is not), its sale would indeed bring in cash, but at a loss of the 
building.  Any student of accounting would tell you that such transactions are a 
conversion of one type of asset (a building) for a more liquid type (cash).  With this 
exception, the balance sheet remains the same.  All this assumes, of course, that the asset 
is properly priced. 

I emphasize this point because the sale of an asset is usually permanent.  Auctioning the 
right to distribute and sell alcohol – currently a public asset – for cash will mean that 
future revenues from this service will be lost forever or for a long time. The decision thus 
has both short and long term consequences for Pennsylvanians.  I therefore urge you to 
carefully weigh the attractiveness of liquidating this asset for a short-term infusion of 
funds against the longer term fiscal implications related to lost revenue. 

In my judgment, the tradeoff between short-term auction revenues and the longer term 
loss of annual revenue is the central financial question.  The PFM analysis takes great 
strides to demonstrate how Pennsylvania can hypothetically achieve impressive auction 
values without suffering a loss in revenue in future periods.  The latter outcome is termed 
“revenue neutrality” in the PFM report.  In attempting to achieve this unlikely 
combination PFM was simply trying to satisfy its client. Again on p. 16, PFM is open 
about the goals it was provided by the Governor’s Budget Office (emphasis added in the 
quote below):  

“The general project scope parameters were…: 
 Allow the free market to promote greater convenience and price competition for 
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Pennsylvania consumers and the hospitality industry. 
 Assure strict enforcement of reasonable regulations to protect the public and 

consumers. 
 Consider the careers and economic well-being of state employees impacted by 

this change. 
 Maximize the up-front value of the franchise transfer so that the 

Commonwealth will have resources to achieve other priorities. 
 Assure that the fiscal impact to the state is neutral going forward.” 

PFM was commissioned to project revenue neutrality side-by-side with high auction 
values. This, however, is an impossible assignment. In trying to meet the “project scope 
parameters,” PFM developed projections that rest on flawed analyses and unsupportable 
and often contradictory assumptions. 

Perhaps the most obvious flaw relates to the projections of income and costs for the 
PLCB from 2009-10 to 2014-15. Here PFM takes the methodologically indefensible step 
of extrapolating a single anomalous year and using that year alone to project revenues 
and costs for “the base case” (no privatization) against which privatization scenarios are 
measured.  

Graph 1 shows just how anomalous 2009-10 was. The graph takes the gross sales revenue 
and subtracts the cost of stores, logistics, marketing and supervision.  This is the “profit,” 
if you will, that the PLCB earns by distributing and selling alcohol products.  The trend is 
clearly upward, rising at a pace that approximates inflation; the PLCB cannot objectively 
be described as failing.  Rather, this is a service that fluctuates based on the state of the 
economy and external shocks, such as fuel (i.e. freight) costs.  Sales growth in FY 2009-
10 was below historic trends (just as it was after the 2001 recession), but, even so, sales 
did grow faster than direct operational expenses.  In other words, the poor performance in 
FY 2009-10 was not due to a long-term structural flaw in PLCB operations, as PFM 
posit, but instead, short-term cost factors outside of direct expenses. This becomes 
evident when FY 2010-11 is included in the trend analysis.  As Graph 1 illustrates, the 
operational profit derived from distribution and sales recover after FY 2009-10. 
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Revealingly, PFM never adjusts its forecast to reflect the much stronger FY 2010-11 
financial results. Instead, PFM build projections for later years using FY 2009-10 as a 
baseline. This is necessary to project revenue neutrality. 

The failure of PFM to include FY 2010-11 in the PLCB forecast gave us an opportunity 
to test PFM’s assumption regarding revenue neutrality.  In other words, if we use the 
actual financial results for FY 2010-11, and compare this year with the financial impact 
of privatization based on the privatization option that PFM recommends—and even if we 
accept many other overgenerous PFM assumptions and simply hone in on the bottom line 
impact of a revised numbers for the PLCB without privatization.  Our analysis reveals 
that Pennsylvania would have lost $96 million in FY 2010-11 under the PFM model.   

Another optimistic assumption that PFM makes is that there will 100% sales tax 
collection following privatization. The Pennsylvania Department of Revenue, however, 
estimated a non-compliance rate of 5% should the distribution and sales of product go 
private. This equates with a loss of $19 to $20 million.   

All told, we conservatively estimate a revenue loss of about $115 million, had the service 
been privatized a year ago. No evidence of revenue neutrality. 

The second major dimension to the PFM argument is that Pennsylvania would receive 
$1.1 to $1.6 billion in auction fees.  Accurately estimating auction values is speculative, 
as PFM concedes. And given the risk, it seems reasonable to evaluate real world 
experience during the 2010 auction for spirits licenses in neighboring West Virginia. 
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Taking the 2010 West Virginia auction results, and adjusting for consumption and 
population differences, we arrived at an auction value for retail that was less than half of 
PFM’s projection. 

Moreover, retailers in West Virginia (and other neighboring states) would have two 
major advantages over retailers in Pennsylvania.  According to PFM’s report, the annual 
license fees paid by Pennsylvania retailers will be eight to 13 times higher than what 
West Virginia retailers currently pay.  Annual license fees for retailers and wholesalers in 
Pennsylvania will far exceed all neighboring states, placing them at a significant cost 
disadvantage.    

A second comparative disadvantage for Pennsylvania retailers and wholesalers is taxes.  
The gallonage tax (with taxes based on the volume of liquor rather than the price, the 
current approach) that even PFM assumes would be necessary for revenue neutrality will 
burden Pennsylvania retailers and wholesalers with a tax that exceeds all neighboring 
states. 

High annual license fees and high taxes were necessary for PFM to arrive at a model for 
revenue neutrality on an annual basis. However, these burdens will predictably reduce the 
profits earned by private retailers and wholesalers, and drive down up-front auction 
values.  It also strikes us as unrealistic to assume, as PFM does, that retailers will be able 
lure sales dollars that are currently spent by Pennsylvanians in neighboring states back to 
Pennsylvania given the proposed fee and tax plan.  The proposed fees and taxes are 
simply uncompetitive; Pennsylvania retailers will have to raise product prices in order to 
pay the fees and taxes, and higher prices will suppress domestic sales.  

Another irreconcilable feature of the PFM model is the assumption of low gross margins 
for retailers and wholesalers.  A review of recent gross margins of the retail firms listed 
in the PFM report show margins of around 25%; PFM projects 16%. Likewise, PFM 
assumes wholesale margins of 20%, even though the firms listed in the PFM report have 
gross margins that are mostly in the 30% to 40% range.  

To show earnings even with low gross margins, PFM arbitrarily applies a low operating 
cost assumption for retailers and wholesalers.  A below-industry standard for operating 
costs enables PFM to avoid projecting negative earnings.  Negative earnings would 
obviously lower (or eliminate) auction values.     

Paradoxically, PFM uses industry standard figures for earnings and gross margins when 
arriving at auction values, but departs from these same standards when modeling revenue 
neutrality.   

In conclusion, there are inherent contradictions in the PFM model.  On the one hand, 
PFM wish to show revenue neutrality, which requires high taxes, high annual fees, and 
below industry mark-up and earnings.  On the other hand, to achieve impressive auction 
revenues, Pennsylvania would need to create a system of low taxes, low annual license 
fees, and industry-level gross margins and earnings.  There is simply no way to reconcile 
these opposing conditions.  Pennsylvania cannot sell off this enterprise for a high price, 
and not suffer a long-term loss in revenue.   

So, as the old adage advises, “beware the free lunch.”   

I thank you for your thoughtful attention.              


